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Study: the region 2 Rasht City )
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To provide desirable Cultural - Religious Spaces services, users should observe some
criteria in the positioning and establishment in place. a) General criteria such as
compatibility, comfort, performance, utility, health and safety. b) Specific criteria
such as user establishment conditions in environment (including suitable and
compatible adjacent and adjacency constraints) and basic criteria and specifications
of allocated places (such as useful functions, covered population and breakdown
parts). If these criteria are achieved full applications, cultural and religious
backgrounds must be able to play their role . Hence, to ensure compliance with
conditions and criteria for deployment in place, in this study qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the applications . In this study initial data in connection
with the questions and the objectives of the study is based on the existing pattern
recognition applications, cultural and religious and neighboring applications with it
through the organizational documents , field operations, imaging collected by the
scientific method descriptive and analytical - to analyze the data obtained . Results
show that the number of 45 user cultural and religious and rely on the mosque in the
form of Husseiniya in the two towns in the Rasht Valley to an area of 17 thousand
square meters that there are some dating back to the years 1204 (Sagharisazan)
chanted mosque . within the framework of the user around mosques with regard to
the Rasht city centre - around and through the economy and religion and market (
mosque ) has taken shape , business , and many have been brick skeleton .
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